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THE PAPER COLUMN
by Peter Huntoon

The Finds
TMADE MY WAY TO MIKE CRABB'S TABLE
labout half way through the Memphis show last year
(June, 2000), where he enthusiastically greeted me say-
ing he had something great to show me. After a bit of
digging, he thrust a CU $5 1934B from the St. Louis
Federal Reserve Bank into my hands. Barely containing
his enthusiasm, and with a bit of impatience, he asked:
"See it?" The serial H54567385A looked vaguely famil-
iar, but the note wasn't a mule so I was wondering why
the big deal. Right away, he burst in saying that he had
a back plate 637 mule that was just two serials away,
specifically H54567383A, which he had purchased from
Amon Carter's junk box more than a decade and a half
earlier. My mind began to clear a bit, and I did recog-
nize the serial as being from a range in my census of rare
$5 FRN mules.

Now Mike really got wound. He exclaimed that he
had found the note on eBay, thought it looked familiar,
and after comparing its serial to his mule, he had to pur-
chase it! I was getting into it now, and was thoroughly
impressed that he had the prescience to spot such a
thing. If I had his mule and had seen the other note on
eBay, I really doubt that I would have put the two
together. Next, Mike said, "I am going to wait until the

intervening note comes on the market and put together
the first $5 637 FRN changeover pair. I know it is out
there, because Amon had a group of those notes in serial
order." Weighing the odds, and being a skeptic, I
replied "You'll never get it." "What d'you mean, I'll
never get it?" he exclaimed, "I'll get it someday. It has
to turn up." I was enjoying his enthusiasm, but was
thinking this engineer is sure like all of 'em, a real can-
do optimist. Sober scientists like myself, on the other
hand, figure nothing ever works out so we take the dim
view of such odds.

I left his table and began heading back to my room.
His table is right inside the door of the show so I walked
out into the hallway and started down the escalator to

the 2nd floor
which con-
nects to the
Mariott
Hotel.
Suddenly a
light went
on. I also
had a 1934B
HA 637
mule, and the
census of
such things
was in my

briefcase. I opened the briefcase on the escalator and
poured over the list before I hit the 2nd floor.

I immediately -- virtually at a run -- returned to
Mike's table. With authority I teased him: "Mike, you

are never going to get that note!" He got
more hyper than ever (which is saying a
lot for that guy), and bore right into my
face exclaiming: "How can you say that?
It's out there, and I'm gonna get it!" I
emphatically repeated: "Mike you're never
ever gonna get it." "How do you know
that?" he shot back! "'Cause I own it."

After considering and rejecting joint
custody, the price negotiations took a little
while. I had to fork over a premium for
his common non-mule that one would
expect to pay for the darn pair!

The details on the pair are: mule
H54567384A L95/637; non-mule
H54567385A G96/1570. I purchased the
mule in February, 1988, from Ted
Gozanski.

Knowing he had a live one on the line,

$5 FRN 1934B changeover pair between
micro back 637 and macro back 1570.
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$5 FRN D537788157A is the first reported Series of 1934 with back plate
637, and as such it represents a distinct new type note in the small size $5
FRN issues.
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Mike then enthused that he had another odd 637 to
show me! The VG-F $5 he jabbed at me really sent my
blood pressure soaring. In another deal on eBay, where
Mike was forced to swallow two notes in order to pur-
chase a star note he wanted, he discovered upon receiv-
ing the pair that the orphan was a $5 Series of 1934
FRN with back plate 637! He now possessed the very
first reported 1934 with back plate 637. I had predicted
that this variety should exist because Series of 1934 face
plates for eight districts lasted in service long enough to
overlap the early usage of back plate 637.

In a 1997 article on $5 mules, I wrote: "One variety
with back plate
637 that never has
been reported is a
$5 FRN Series of
1934 non-mule.
This variety is
possible from
1945-6 printings
for several dis-
tricts. If found,
they will have
blue-green seals
and blue-green
backs. They will
represent a dis-
tinct type because of the blue-green backs. In contrast,
the blue-green seal Series of 1934 non-mules of 1941-2
vintage made from stockpiled sheets (printed in the
period 1935-7) have yellow-green backs."

True to expectations, the note I was looking at --
D53788157A E4/637 -- was, in fact, a new type note for
the $5 FRNs.

Mike proceeded to extract another pound of flesh
from my hide. My finances were really hurting now,
but more power to him. The two notes he sold me
unequivocally made the show for me.

Left to discover as a type with $5 back plate 637 is a
Series of 1934B New York FRN with intermediate size
face plate number 212. This will marry two odd vari-
eties on one note. I think I'll check with Mike at
Memphis in a couple of months to see if he got one off
eBay this winter.

Micro Back 637
Probably the most interesting $5 back plate ever

made bearing micro size back plate numbers was plate
637. It was begun on January 24, 1935, as a new gauge
electrolytic master basso. The term new gauge refers to
plates where the vertical separation between the subjects
was increased slightly in order to produce wider margins
to improve the registration of the faces on the backs.
Electrolytic basso denotes a plate made by electrolytic
deposition of nickel on an alto. An alto is a reverse
image of a master plate, also made by electro-deposi-
tion, whereon the intaglio image from the master is

reproduced in relief. Master basso means that 637 was
used to produce other altos by electro-deposition which
in turn were used to make regular electro-deposition
production plates.

Plate 637 was begun during the micro plate number
era, which for $5 backs had ended in 1940. It was com-
pleted as a regular printing plate on November 10,
1944, long after its service as a master basso. Its conver-
sion into a printing plate undoubtedly was an economy
measure. It bore micro plate numbers, but when they
were added is unknown.

Micro back 637 was placed in service in June 1945,
and began to pro-
duce strange and
wonderful mules.
This remarkable
plate saw almost
continuous service
from June 23, 1945,
until June 15, 1949.
Impressions from it
found themselves
mated with a huge
assortment of faces
in the Silver
Certificate, Legal
Tender and Federal

Reserve Note series.
Micro back 637 produced $5 FRN mules in the

1934A, 1934B and 1934C series. All are rare respective-
ly with 6, 13, and 18 reported as of this writing. The $5
Series of 1934A FRN mule ranks as the second rarest
mule type in any series or denomination, after the $5
Series of 1928C LT GA block 637 mule (3 reported).
Of the six 1934A FRN mules discovered to date, there
are two from New York in the BB block, one from
Philadelphia in the CA block, one from St. Louis in the
HA block, and one star each from Chicago and San
Francisco.
Reference Cited
Huntoon, P., "U. S. Small-Size $5 Mules," Paper Money,

XXXVI (Nov-Dec 1997), 179-190.
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